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CARE AND HANDLING OF
MAYER-KRAN™ DOUBLE-HAPPY™
CONTRAST TESTS
Storage and plastic sleeves:
The M-K D-H cards can be stored in the box in which they were shipped.
We strongly recommend taking each card out of its plastic sleeve for storage after receiving
the cards.
Testing the cards with the plastic sleeve should not be done. The plastic may reduce
detection of the lower contrast cards, and light reflections on the plastic surface can
interfere with the viewer’s perception of the face target.
Handling the cards and testing:
Keeping the front surface of the cards clean is important.
• The cards should not be placed on rough or uneven surfaces and kept away from
writing implements and other sources of marks and mars.
• The cards should be held carefully at the edges during testing avoiding placing fingers
on the front surface.
• It may be convenient to keep the cards in the storage box when testing with them, or
they can be stacked on a soft, clean surface for testing.
• They should be replaced in the box in correct order following testing.
• The location of the face on the cards should be scrambled after testing so that the
location isn’t predictable, i.e. always on one left/right side.
Cleaning the cards:
The front and back sides of the cards are laminated for extended wear and life of the cards.
The laminate is durable but it can become damaged so care must be taken when handling
them. They should not be slid across each other or any other surfaces. They can generally be
cleaned with a soft cloth and most cleaning agents including alcohol without harm.
Notice: Before cleaning a card with anything other than a mild soap solution choose a test spot on the back of
one card to verify that your cleaner does not harm the laminate material.
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